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Trendy plaited bracelet 
with sparkling highlights
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level of difficultyproduction time 
180 min

You will find material specifications and instructions 
on our homepage.

Instructions:

Length of tassel: 15 cm

14 200 576 Glass crystal bead, 4 mm ø, black 63 pieces
14 200 566 Glass crystal bead, 4 mm ø, blue-grey 35 pieces
14 200 850 Glass crystal bead, 4 mm ø, onyx 49 pieces
14 063 01 Rocailles opaque, black 3 g
14 064 22 Rocailles with silver inlet, silver 1 g
22 348 21 Clasp 1 piece
89 002 00 Nylon thread, 0,25 mm (2 x 1 m; 3 x 0,80 m) 4,4 m

Additionally you need:  
21 158 00 Special needle to thread beads
89 341 00 Tapered flat pliers
89 378 00 Crafting scissor

Used items:

1  Thread 3 glass beads on 1 meter nylon thread by using the special needle.

2  Thread on 2 black rocailles, then thread through the glass bead which is 
beneath the rocailles, finally thread again through the rocailles. Repeat this 
step. So the Rocailles are threaded two times for the clasp you will f ix at the 
end. 

3  Thread on again 2 Rocailles at the following glass beads, like in Step 2.

4  Thread back through the 3 glass beads and take up one further. Thread 
through the lower glass bead and back through the taken up bead.

5  Thread on two further glass beads like in step 4. Create 5 further rows. 
Finally sew together the ends of the thread in the beads. Cut off the rests.

6  Thread 80cm of the nylon thread through the left glass bead without 
needle. The threads at the left side and the right side should have the same 
length. * Thread a black rocaille on each side. Cross the thread through a 
black glass bead. * Repeat this step until 35 glass beads are threaded. Sew 
together the ends.

7  Middle rope: Like step 6, however thread on two silver rocailles and cross 
the thread through a glass bead iridescent. Repeat this step until 35 Glass 
beads are threaded. Sew together the ends and cut off the rests. 
3rd rope: Thread on two black rocailles and cross through a grey glass bead. 
Repeat this step until 35 glass beads are threaded. Sew together the ends and 
cut off the rests. 

8  Plait the row. Then thread a 1 m nylon thread through the last three glass 
beads. Now thread 7 rows glass beads like in step 5 but in the opposite 
direction. Finally thread a row with two black rocailles two times threaded, 
like in step 2 and 3. Sew together the ends and cut off the rests.

9  Carefully push the clasp over the rocailles on both sides and close it with 
tapered flat pliers.

Instructions:




